Knowledge State-side builds on EPC Logistics’ global reputation

Global multimodal transport organization EPC Logistics – a single source specialist in the safe transportation and storage of hazardous chemicals, Class 1 explosives, and Section 5 goods - has established its first US hub in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania furthering the fully compliant international and domestic service it offers to customers across the supply chain.

Combining the organization’s 110 years’ of industry expertise with capabilities of a specifically recruited team of specialists in Pennsylvania, EPC Logistics’ latest facility will provide a completely multimodal service via road, rail, sea and air; together with safe and totally comprehensive supply chain management solutions, including bonded storage facilities, secure chartered sailings and national security freight forwarding services.

Among a range of single-source services, the Pittsburgh hub will also offer Groupex, a provision that enables safe transportation of customers’ smaller shipments of Class 1 explosives, in conjunction with other compatible Class 1 products. This specialist consolidation service has been specifically designed to save time and expense when transporting hazardous cargo while providing every vital safety and security measure. Joining the new Pittsburgh team is Director of Operations, Danelle Tanner who in describing the advantages of having a US facility says:

“The US is a major producer of the type of products and commodities that are transported by EPC Logistics. For this reason, we have considered establishing an office here - with a team that has the right level of knowledge and expertise - as being essential.”

The details surrounding the licencing and regulations of transporting Class 1 explosives and hazardous cargo are extensive and often complicated, so finding a logistics firm with the insight and capability to handle such transportation is no easy feat.

Director of Sales, RJ Stout adds: “Here in Pittsburgh, EPC has drawn together a professional division, able to meet those requirements, build relationships, and apply specialist expertise that will develop opportunities for us to not only represent EPC in the States but further solidify the company’s position on a global level.”

The US branch of EPC Logistics has now come into full effect, delivering single source solutions that are secure and compliant.